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SI]MMÀRY

An account is given of experiences in developing UHF-propagation rnodels for the
terrain of the North German ptain which is characterised by woods and farml-and. À few
empÍrical results on the relevance of modelling the interaction betv¡een diffraction
and groundwave propagation are discussed. However, the paper mainly focusses on
(statisticat) nethods used to select appropriate models, rather thãn going into the(physical) detail-s of propagation rnechanisms. Since 1ocal variability-of the field
strength prohibits prediction of the feasibitity of radio relay links rvith absolute
reliability, (static) diversity tests are recommended to avoid anÈenna positioning in
local rnultipath nuLls. rt is shov¡n that such antenna position tests are only
worthwhile if the propagation model forecasts loca1 mean signal powers with sufficient
rel iability.

1. INTRODU TION

The effectj-veness of the ptanning of radio links and frequency rnanagement heaviÌy
depends on the availability of appropriate propagation rnodel-s. Àl-most fro¡n the
beginning of experirnental radio communications, the properties of waves travelJ.ing
above the earthrs surface have been a subject of research. Especial.ly becausesaturation of the radio spectrurn forces towards higher frequencie=, ih" influence ofobstacles and irregul-arities on the diffraction and scattefing of waves beco¡nes higher
and more difficul-t to predict.
In frequency assignment for a complex radio relay network, evaluation of many pathprofiles is required in order to sel-ect the optimu¡n location and frequencies fãr a
reJ-ay node in agreernent with a tactical scenario. This does not concérn operationalpaths onJ.y because paths over whÍch interference sj-gnals may travel have to beconsidered. Further, local EMC issues have to be exãmined. since reJ-ay nodes arererocated frequentJ-y, relatively sinpte argorithrns have to be used.

Forecasting path loss from terrain data can be seen as a three-step process, asil-Lustrated in Fig. 1.
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The major part of the theoretical- work on propagation concerns the second step only:gj.ven a set of path parameters, the loss due to isol-ated and ideal-ised nechanism" ôanbe calculated. Well-known examples are the diffraction loss ÀD over an obstacLe if theknife-edge greometry is known t1l-t31, or the reflection loss Ã,. in a two-ray modelgiven antenna heights, and the distance of propagation over a þl-..r", and smooth earth
[4]. The relj-ability of the prediction of a field strength further depends on thefirst and third steÞ' The first step is the interpretation of the teriain data byextracting: propagation parameters. It is rnainJ-y in this step that rnany irnple¡nentåtion
decisions have to be rnade. Typical questi-ons arerrWhat is the effective neigfrt fordiffraction of a hj-ll covered by trees in winter?rr, rrwhen does a terrain iri"quiaiityact as one single obstacle (SKE: single knife edge) and when shoul-d it be treáted as-two (or more) separate hill-s (MKE: multiple knife edge)?ttand rwhat is the effectiveheight of an antenna in an irregular, sloping and foiested terrain?'r [5] | [6],

Fig.1: Three steps towards a
nodel for propagation forecasts
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The third step describes the transition from theory to application. Experience and
expertise are requj-red to select and cornbine the réIevant effects. The extent to ç¡hich
neàhanisms are pi"="nt (and rnutuatly interact) is an important consideration in the
selection of a tnodel. eithough u=ua1ly the total path loss is esti¡nated by linearly
adding dBrs as predicted in ãtep 2, and thus assuning superirnposed isolated
nechaiisms, thi; is neither theóretical-Iy justifiable nor the best solution in terms
of accuracy 17),[8]. In contrast to the sequence for forecasts (Fig.1-), for research
and analysis, úsuaffy a reserve sequence j-s fo11owed, starting witn step 3.

Ànaìysis of narror^¡band propagation measurements IB] in the UHF bands (bands I and II)
for Lhe 'rzoDIÀcrt l-(NI)IÎ<.ã¿Ío rel-ay network is reported in this paper. operational-
links cover 5 to 3ó k¡n over the sliAhtly hilly terrain (rh is 20 to 1-00rn) of the North
German plain. îhe terrain is ¡nainly agricultural, with scattered woodlands. Antennae
heights range from 4 to 21 meters, which Ís often insuffícient to exceed the tree-top
tevét. Uu1típath reception and shadowing l4l,lgl,[10] introduce substantial local
fluctuations of the fÍeld strength. Interaction of the radio wave with the earthrs
surface (reflection toss) and diffraction are of nearly equal importance in large-
scale field strength fluctuations.

2. À\J.ERÀGE ÀT1IENUÀTION

À typical exarnple of rnodeLl-ing propagation is estimating the average l-oss A (in dB)
with distance d, accordinq to the statistical- model

A = Iop logd+c, (1)

with c and B empirical constants. Theoretical values are p=2 in free space and p=4 in
the case of proþagation over a plane earth. Àn instructive conclusion on the relevance
of propagatiàn meðnanisms can bè drawn from experirnents such as presented in Fig.2. Ln
orr.^upbtí"ation, it appeared that UHF propagation in forested areas (8x2.6) is
principally a diffraction effect in free space, while for rel-atively open areas
lp=:.4) thá plane earth ¡nodel is ¡nore appropriate. The effect of lower B J.n areas with
dense forests has been investì-gated by Tamir [11] for VHF frequencies.
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Às suggested by Fig.2, addíng theoreticaL
diffraction and refl-ection Ioss (ÀD +
À-) , and thus P>4, can not lead to an
oþtimun model since interaction of both
rnechanisms is then neglected. An
appropriate and accurate VHF or UHF ¡nodel
is thus expected to srnoothly change' e.g.
as in [7], from a diffraction rnodel for
paths mainly covered by vegetation to a
plane earth model for paths over
farmland. Dedicated measurements near the
Haarlerberg (FiS. 3) confj-rned that an
obstacle, though introducing diffraction
loss, significantì-y ternpers refl-ection
l-oss. Field strength neasurements and
antenna height gain tests, gave the
irnpressj-on that diffraction and
reflection showed their influence on
different parts of the path.

FIg.2 2 Àverage path Loss in the North German plain at 300MHz
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Fig.3: Propagation experirnent over an
isolated ridge: the Haarlerberg has a
height of 55 rneters above a snooth, flat
ground in Holl-and. Propagation is best
characterised by free space loss at (1-),
plane earth loss at (2,3), diffraction at
i¿l and a combÍnation of diffraction and
reflection at (6,7).
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3. STÀNDARD DEVTÀTION OF PREDICTTON ERROR

The logarithmic standard deviation o¡ of the error experienced when a propagation
model- A i-s verified, is defined as

ot2 = E[(Àn-A- E[Am-A])2 1

wilh À. the measured path loss (in dB) and A the forecast Ìoss (in dB). The variance
otz is-"due to four statistically independent effects: rnodel deficiencies opr shadowing
ø=, rnultipath op and measurement errors om. So, if attenuation mechanisms äre assumed
nul-tipJ-icative, o¡ is given by

oE2 - o^2 * op2 + os2 + oR2. (3)

Using state-of-the-art equiprnent, measurement inaccuracies (though present) may be
neglected (om=1 to 2 dB). Nevertheless, the nìeasurements can greatly influence the
resul-ts [1]-l:'Fau1ty or loose connecters, damaged antennae, overloaded anplífiers etc.
are not always spotted irnmediateLy and tend to introduce some outliers in the set of
measurenent ãat.a, rather than srnoòthly increasing apparent ot2 by a srnall extra term.
The sel-ection of paths for measurements may not be lirnited to paths known to give
satisfactory communication. Therefore, equipment has to be significantly nore
sensitive than operational radio relay sets, otherwise, absence of paths with heavy
loss biases the population of ¡neasurements.

Shadowing and rnultipath reception íntroduce local fluctuat,ions, usually in the range 4

to 12d8. Both effects are usually discussed in reLation to mobile cellular radio-
telephony l4l,l9l. Àssurning reasonably good antenna position, multipath reception due
to local scatters gives the amplitude of the signal a Rician distribution over an area
of a few tens of waveJ-engths. In the worst case, i.e. when no dominant wave is
present as we experienced in a forest, the Rician distribution goes into a Rayleigh
distribution, with oR = 6 dB (App.A). Since local phase cancelling can not be
predícted, one prefeiably reduces nultipath fluctuations oR before statistical
processing [12],[13],[]-41. Àppendix À illustrates that o=. decreases roughly with 

"/m,where m is the nunber of uncorrelated sanples taken at one antenna location.

Due to shadowing', the local mean power varies about the area mean with a log-normal
distribution: the por^¡er in dB is normally distributed wíth standard deviation os, In
this paper, we defj-ne shadowinq to occur in an area wÍth a size equal to the
resolution of the terrain data. This is in contrast to common definitions in rnobile
propagation, where the area is only Limited in size by the requirement that shadowing
re¡nains statistically stationary. In the Latter case, shadovring is typically rneasured
over an area of a few hundreds of meters. Using the former definition, shadowing poses
an i.nsurmountabl-e l-imit in achievable accuracy of forecasts (ot>os). this implies that
for terrain data with very high resolution, the effect of shadowing necessarily
vanishes (os-O). For average terrain, øsã 12dB v¡hen no terrain profile (except the
propagaÈion dÍstance d) is used []-51, [16].
The re¡naining term on represents model deficiencies, The ain of the assessment of an
appropriate model is-to effectively reduce oo to zero. In (1), even if oo=9, i.e', if
B is optimal-ly established, o¡ will always bè greater than osã12dB. Errols rB only
have a rninor influence on ot. For sarnples hornogeneously distributed for rrlog drt in the
range 5 to 50 km, on wiII equal

op = l-o ^p /JL2 x 2.9 ^p (in dB),

which is almost aLways much less than 12 dB. Neverthelessr the forest/open-area
conclusion frorn Fig.2 appeared relevant j-n selecting a model (step 3). The gain frorn
such experirnents is only found in a Later stage of the developrnent of a model when
effects fro¡n diffraction and reflection are carefully accounted for. Eval-uation of
representative profiles shor¿ed that the average Deygout [2] diffraction loss À¡ is 20
dB with a standard deviation of 7 dB, If, on the other hand, a plane earth is assurned,
the two-ray model yielded reflection losses Àr of about L2 dB, with a o of 7 dB. It
rnay be concluded that nodeL errors dD are to be expected in the range of 7 dB if
diffraction or reflection are not caiefully considered.
In conclusiol, wgll-knor{¡n models such as [17],[]-81, can reach standard deviations of
about o¿=ulo=¿+o9¿=6 dB if terrain data is carefully used. only very conplex models
perforrn-better, provided that ant.ennae can be placed r+ith sufficient clearance (on-o).
ihe accuracy of most rnodels, however, can be characterised by a standard deviation o¡
of 8 to L0 dB [B].

4. REQUTRED NTJ}IBER OF I{EASTJREMENTS

Theory on combined occurrence of propagation ¡nechanisms is scarce. Às far as ernpirj-cal
resulLs are reported, e.g. in t5l-t71, the val.idity in a different application ls not
guaranteed in.advance and verification is requj-red. Dedicated experiments, such as in
Fig.3, can yieJ-d important insight into selectj-ng and cornbining rel-evant mechanisms
(step 3). Àbsence of Local- scattering and shadowing appears a reÌevant condition for
the validity of single path experiments. However, usual-l-y a large set of samples is
required to be able to draw statistical concLusions.

(21
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I.le assume a test model- À to be verified by m sampres at n different pairs of antenna

l-ocations. ltultipith attenuati"" *ãV-¡ã áå=u^"¿ ãtuti=ti".lIy uncorrelated for aIl m

neasurements at one location becausè these are sampJ-ed at sufficientLy different
frequencì.e= o. uniÀ¡na positio.,=. it.aã"ing and moàel deficiencies are assumed equal-

?;;;;;i;aiã" ""i.lvi"äi 
å"ã-rãcarion but unáorrel-ared for different locations. rhe

ìariance in the eètirnate fot I can then be expressed as

var[B] =

p2
var[P] = 

^opo"

o=2 t opz/m

o=2 oR2
[-+

nm

(5)

(6)

we now derine '.. ::'Ï:t::":i error experienced when the propasation ractor under

test is unjustl| ignored. In this .ã=ã,-tpã is experienced whãn É:o would be inserted
in (r). ES. (5) goes into

en in the sarne order of magnitude (about

(n>>1) .

In the analysis of step 1 (interpretation of the profile), the problem is more

cornplicated. Few experiences are t";;;t;d, "rtil" 
th" t,,.btt of ãegrees of freedon in

defining effective heights and othe-r cornpånsation pararneters appears unlimited'
Experiments in step I are not as straiéftlf".tulg .= lin"ar paraneter estimation
because implementation decisions often have a discontinuous effect on path loss' À

small change in terrain profile, for example chanqing the ¡nodell-ed-effective
diffractio¡ n.iglrt of trees, can have a step-wise-iniluence of predicted diffraction
iãr= it the impÍemenied algorithn steps frorn single knife-edge to double knife-edge
inl"rpr"t.tion. nurther, cónclusions ãre sensitive to outl-iers. These effects are very
ãiffiàuft to optimise, and no general method can be recommended here. Àt least taking
sufficient =arnþL"= to smooth oút dis"o.ttinuities can be advised. It appeared from our
neasurenents that 55 paths (n=55, and ¡n=28) did not fully smooth out these effects'
Þi""ii.uf experj-ence indicated that the discontinuities sharpJ-y di¡ninish with the
i""rru"y of Ène j-rnp)-emented ¡nodel. This is in contrast to the fact that a more

detaiLeã model genäral-Ìy has to take rnore decisions. The UKE diffraction model [2]
gave a significántly better defined optirnun than SKE rnethods'
Some of the parametär esti¡nates conclirded from a set of n=34 paths had to be revised
after additiãnal measurenents becarne available (n=55, ¡n=28). Linear.regression or
correlation of the error with terrain parameters, rather than studying the overall
accuracy ot, can gi.r. =oto" insight intã tne probierns but careful interpretation is
required.

5. LINEÀR REGRESSION OF TIIE FORECÀST ERROR WITH PÀIIrH PÀRAI'ÍETERS

À direct verification of decisions in step 3 can be ¡nade by correlating the residual
;r;;;-;-(elÃ:À;-EtÃ-À^l) with isolated roèses as caLcurated in step 2. Linear
iãgr.==iò.r in'f'el-snowãa that excess path loss (above free sPacg--lfs).is proportional
to 458 of the sKE dj.ffraction loss as in tll. It appeared that MKE ¡nodels were
required, since e was found proportional to 85* of the theoretical loss A¡ over a

ó.Vg.ut t,riple knife edge [Zl. Àpart frorn deficiencies in implernenting step 1, a very
rií.árv explänation of tÉe i"åti"-g 15å is that propagation over smooth paths
experlences relatively more reflection Loss.
On the other hand, relression of the error e with two-ray reflection l-oss À.-was in-
the order of onty SO*,-¡Zl. This is rnainly due.to the inverse frequency dependance of
reflection J-oss, wnite'ait¡raction and sñadowing increase with frequency. we conclude
that direct correl-ation of the error with losseè from isolated and idealised phenomena

tnus prone to yieiã so¡newhat arnbigtuous results since losses have a mutuaÌ statistical
correlation.

Correlation with distance is usually a more reliable indication of shortcomi-ngs j-n the
calculation ot reiL"ction toss. DifiracÈion statistically also increases with
distance, however, this effect was found to be linited to 10t of B. Corretation with
ii"q".n"y is a moie complex parameter: diffraction, reflection and shadow losses all
depend on frequenãV. 

-eðã"^"fàtea inaccuracies in various terms of the model are likely
to require a final-enpirical correction with carrier frequency. In our case, average
shadow loss has been ñodelled dependent on loca1 terrain features by adding À1,yr with
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in the case of high antenna clearance (open field)
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or any intermediate value, depending on vegetation and buildings.
Regression of e with profite parameters is also prone to diverse interpretations. For
test rnodel-s without diffraction, e.9. []-31, terrain roughness ^h will give a positive
correlation. once diffraction is introduced in the model, the correlation oftãn turns
to negative values, since reflection Loss is higher on srnooth paths. Empirical
corrections for terrain roughness are not easi]-y g,eneralised since they depend on
tactical decisions in sel-ecting antenna sites. Nonetheless, impJ.ementalion decisions
in step L are, hov/ever, best verified by correl-ation of e with parameters as terrain
roughness, interdecile range, density of vegetation etc. For the purpose of
verification of steps 1 and 3, even defining new parameters can be uèeful- in gaining
insight. Empirical correction with these new paraneters does, regrettably, not 1ead to
reliable models.

6. RESULTS FOR PROPÀGÀTION IiÍODEL

In our application, diffraction has been model-J-ed by the MKE technique by Deygout. sKE
methods, for instance the nain hill or [3], appeared not to be essential-l-y bãtter than
models on the form of (1). Analysing the SKE nodel suggested by BulJ-ington [3], a
problem of implernention v¡as encountered for forested terrain, because the equivalent
obstacle j-s often onl-y determined by trees in vicinity of the antennae. conJequently,
all- terrain irregualities on the propagation path are then ignored.
our algorith¡n takes account of up to three obstacles. The effective height of trees is
empirica].J-y set to 25 meters for coniferous fores't and 15 meters for other forest. The
influence of terrain irregularities on ground L¡ave propagation appeared difficult toquantify' several atternpts have been made to empiricaJ-ly nodel the reflection
coefficj-ent as a function of angLe of incidence and terraj-n characteristics. À s¡nall
improvement can be obtained by ernpiri-caIly rnodeLling reflection as a function of the
density of vegetation on the path, the total- diffraction loss (e.g. as in [7]) or the
interdecile range rh. No such ¡nodel- could be scientifica]"ty justified. The i.ncreased
cornp)-exity largely increased computer tine, but it did not significantJ-y increase the
accuracy of the forecasts. From this point of view, reflection loss À. was enpiricalLy
reduced by 408, which resul-ts in the generally accepted B somewhat larger than 3.2.

Since calculation time of the al-gorithrn had to be linited, Iow resolution terrain data
has^been appl-ied. The data base contained information on the highest point within a
tknz square. However, it appeared essential to have more detail-ed inforrnation about
the terraj-n height and local terrain features at the antenna site. Using the LocaL
shadow loss (7), this resulted in the rnodeL

À = Àfs + AD + 0.6 AR + Àl ,t* I Àl_,rx.

In accordance with earlier observations, field strength forecasts are l-i¡nited to about
7 or I dB accuracy for antennae above tree top level. For antenna heights below 20
meters in a terrain with scattered woods (on=edB), ø¡ could not be reduced below 9 dB.

7. NETÍ{ORK IIANÀGEMENT

While the propagation researcher can reduce oR by his measurement method (n>>1), the
frequency manager has to account for a residual inaccuracy due to rnultipath (ø¿>o¡).
Local effects can not be fully predicted and accounted for but they have to be solved
at the receiver and transrnitter sites. If the trans¡nission bandwidttl is not too wide,
a static diversity technique (e.9. testing a few alternative antenna positions) may be
applied. In Àpp.B it is shown that, although accuracy j-s necessarily limited,
optinising oÞ (accurate rnodel) and o= (high resolution) rernains relevant. Conditional
probabiJ-itie^s of successfully setting up a link suggest that only if the forecasÈ of
the locaL mean power has been performed^sufficiently accurately and if nultipath
scattering is relatively severe (oo¿+o"¿<oRz), local tests are worthwhiLe. Horizontal
displacenents of the receiving antènna showed that o¡r2¿B for antennas with high
clearance. For low antennae cLpse to woods, the standard deviation due to rnultipath is
significantly higher (oRÈ6dB). Occasional nul-l-s of 4O dB have been recorded.
Horizontal displacement of the antenna by a few rneters rnay be feasibLe rvith sorne types
of masts. With other types, however, position tests rnight be prohibitively time
consurning.
fmpj-rically, aD average heÍght gain of 4 to 5 dB/oct was found. However, sarnples at
intervaLs of 3m did not exactly foLlow a smooth dBloct trend: nulti-path scattering
produced peaks and dips wi-th a standard deviation of 2.5d8 for 250¡iII{2, slowly
increasing to 3.5d8 for 9OOMHZ. Shadowing only infl-uences the height gain j-f
obstructions are very cì-ose to the antenna, Àn exponentiaL height gain of 1 or 2 dB
p-ef_ìnelel was measured closeÌy beyond the Haarl-erberq (Fig.3, l-oc.4) . Wi*-hin small-
rvoocls, an occasional lodB is to be gained by pJ-acing the antenna between the trunks
(at 7 to lom), rather than at the height of the leaves" In generaJ., however, vertical

(8)
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(heiqht) tests have not been found to be very effective since the height gain
prohibits all too dramatj.c changes (reduction) of antenna height.
l4easurements indicated that the local mean power is virtual-J"y constant with tirne,
though the nultipath pattern may fÌuctuate somewhat. Seasonal- effects [23] are present
but below other statistical- effects. fnterference powers over longer paths (d>4Okm)
can fluctuate due to incidental- transhorizon propagation under specific conditions. It
is our impression that a transportabl-e UHF l-ink, once in operation, experiences outage
mainly due to changj-ng interference characteristics.

8. CONCLUSIONS

To assess the optj-mun implenentatj-on of obtaining propagation parameters from terraj-n
data (step 1), rnany neasurements are required. The transition from these pararneters to
prediction of loss if al-l effects would occur isol-ated (step 2), has been extensivel-y
covered in l-iterature. However, experience, expertise and dedicated ¡neasurements are
required to combine these phenomena in an appropriate nodel (step 3).

Empirical verification of UHF-propagation models, and their inpl-enentation, is deened
necessary if an accuracy better than 10 dB is required. Conputer processing time
rapidly increases if higher accuracy j-s required. Model accuracy better than about 6
dB is usualJ-y not achievable in typical UHF niLitary radio-relay applications because
of Rician scattering of waves in the direct environment of the antenna. Our
measurements indicated that the ag'reement betv¡een mobiLe propagation in cellular radio
and radio relay with low, carnoufJ-aged antennas in a scattering environment is
surprising. In contrast to fast fading (as for instance in civil cel-Iular telephony),
the radio relay signal barely fluctuates r¡ith tine; antenna ¡nasts nay thus by accident
be placed permanently in local- rnultipath null-s.

The effectj-veness of repositioning the antenna is evaluated (in App.B) from
theoretical models on local variabitity. No ernpirical verification of the rel-evance of
second attempts under operational circurnstances is available, Nevertheless, it was
l-earned that reliable rnanagernent of the radio relay network calls for cooperation
bet\,Jeen the frequency administration and local operators, rather than conveying a
computer decision to set up a link between two sites on a prescribed frequency.
Shadowing and local- rnul-tipath effects cannot be fulÌy predicted and accounted for but
have to be addressed locally at the receiver and transnitter sites, è,g. by (static)
diversity techniques or antenna displacement tests. The frequency manager can,
however, cornplement these efforts by providing alternative frequencies to avoid local
nu)-tipath cancelJ.ing. These conclusions may ask for nodifying some of the operati-onal.
procedures now used in establishing radio relay Links, especially if higher (band III)
irequencies are used.
It is the impression of the author that, after implementing rnodets at present
avaiÌabJ.e, inaccurate nodelLing of co-l-ocation EMC issues, rather than link
attenuation, is now the ¡nain li¡nit to the reliabiLity of the frequency management. co-
location interference aÌso exhibits severe fluctuations with small antenna
displacements.
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ÀPPENDIX À: Standard deviation of a Rayleiqh fadinq siqnal
rn a radio relay network, multipath reception can be described by Rician scattering.
In the worst case, the direct wave does not significantly dorninate the scatters anáthe signal strength !u= ? Rayleigh distribution. The pdf of the received signal powerp is exponential)-y distributed, according to

[14] M.M. Peritsky, StatisticaL estirnatíon of
fading environment, IEEE Trans. Comnun.,

l-p
fp(p) exp( - -)Pr Pt

with p1 the local-nean power. The Local-mean
be 2.5 dB below this linear average p1. This

f-pk = I tro l-os (p/hw)lk exp{ - p/pt)
n

rnean signal strength in a Rayl_eigh
Vol. COM-21, No.1l-, NovembeÍ I973,

(À1)

power pl, averaged over dB values, wiJ.l
is seen frorn

dplpI (À2 )

(À3 )

10 log(p/hnl,l) - 2.s dB

the J-ogarithnic standard

(A4 )

which is

ltt

soLved for k:l using lI9,(32.117)l
10

[-r + ln(P,z1nll) ] È
In 10

where r the Eulerrs constant (r = 0.57'7 ). Frorn l1-gt 32, 1191,
deviation is found to be

rOo T2
oR2: ^ t- +r-r21 È 6dB

lnz10 6

The sum or the average of m sampJ-es has a Nakagami m-distributed envel-ope, or
equivalently a garnma distributed power. Sol-utions for the higher order logarithrnic
noments F¡ have not been found. Àn approxirnation []-31 for oR can be made from l-inear
mornents u and s,

u+s/2
o¡.2 È 10 los[-]

!-s/2

For Ray)-eigh fading, u=F] and s=p12, so oR x 4.8 dB. For the gamrna distributed sum of
n samples, one fi-nds a linear aveiage u=nijf and a second momeñt equal to u2=1n2+n¡p12.
Thus, for large rn, the oR decreases inversély proportional to "/rn, since

1 10 4.3 opÈ 10 1og(1 + _) x ___

Jn l-n10 '/rn Jn .,/m

(À5)

oR, m (À6 )
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In this sectJ-on, benefits from applying a static diversity technique to avoid an
accidental-J-y bad position of the antenna are discussed. Two approximations are
applied: the rnodel is based on narrowband propagation, i.e,, the bandwidth is assumed
not to exceed a fev¡ hundreds of kHz [4]. Further, RayLeigh scattering is assuned. Thj.s
represents the worst case of scatterinq, however, in this event, maximum diversity
gaih can be achieved. Results will thus tend to be optirnistic for the effect of
diversity.
The results presented here original-Ìy stem from (unpublished) research at D.U.T. on
protocol design j-n nobil"e packet radio networks, In the original apptication it was
concl-uded that the waiting time for retransmission of a Lost packet can be short if
shadowing fluctuates with o= less than 6 dB. on the other hand, if shadowing is
characterised by J-arg'er os, the protocol has to wait until the vehicle has ¡noved
several tens of meters to-experience uncorreLated shadowing attenuation. This
application comes close to common practice in Combat Net Radio (CNR), lthere it is
known that moving the vehj-cle a few meters can have a dramatic influence on the
success of communication.

Due to shadowing and model inaccuracies, the (experienced) locaJ- mean p1 of the
received signal is log-normally spread about the predicted area mean pa, Secondly, the
actual received signal power p= is a statistical variable with Rayleigh statistics
about the local- mean pl t9l. If the power Þs is by accident belov¡ the threshold pg,
then the attempt to establish a radio link fails. Changing the antenna position gives
a new (statistically uncorrelated) sample from the local process of nultipath
cancelling but attenuation frorn shadowing and inaccurate prediction rernains fixed.
fnÍtially, we assume a frequency management atgorithm that prescribes the use of a
certain radio channel if the forecasted area-mean signal l-evel p¿ has sufficient
margin c above a threshotd p6 (c*p¿/¡,o, a>L). In the second part of this appendix, the
threshold is assumed to be dictated by interference signals rather than a knov¡n noise
fl-oor. In the latter case, the threshold is treated as a log-normal statistical
variable. In both cases, the reJ-evance of the second attempt is best eval-uated from
the conditional probability of success, according to

Prob( success2 | failuret ) =
Prob { success2 . failurel )

Prob ( failurel )

r(1) - f (2)

1 - r(r-)

with I(k) the probability that k successive attempts are aL1 successful.

1. Noise linited net!¡ork

Assuming a fixed threshold p9, the probability I (k) is of the general form

I (In pI - It pu)2
exp(- ) dpr (83)

( B1)

(82)

l' Po
I (k) : J exp (-k-)

opt

which is a function of the
(o = o.23o26Joo2+o=2¡. Th"
application of'the Hennite

Here w1 are weíght factors at
Figs.4a and 4b illustrate the
second attenpt (B2). The local
respectively.

J2tropa 2o2

relative margin a and the nodel accuracy o in natural units
integral is rewritten using exp{olJ2}Laptlpo to allow
numerical method [20, ch 25]. Thus

k

o "*nt 
o xiJ2l I (84)

sample points xi for an N-point.integration [20].
prcbabi)-ity of success in thg first atternpt I(1-) and
mean forecast error "/on¿+o"¿ is 4 and 8 dBt

I(k) =
wi

exp(
Jr

N

i=1

For a rough model (ot=12d8, not il-Iustrated), the probability of success in a second
atternpt becomes as l-ów as 20 to 3Ot even for forecast margins a as high as 10 Eo 20
dB. A conclusion, which is intuitivel-y agreeable, is seen from the conditional
probability of success in a second atternpt (broken lines): Per.¡þ¡1n:i¡g a second attempt
ís only worthwhile if the forecasting algorithm is accurate (Jo=¿+oD" 1 øp <6dB). on
the other hand, if shadov¡ing and model inaccuracies dominate local hultipath
variability, the most reasonabl-e conclusj.on from the failure of a first atternpt is
that the frequency assignrnent algorj.thm produced an erroneous forecast. À second
attenpt then is J.ikely to fail again. More in general, one nay conclude that improving
the reliability of network managernent requires both irnproved models and operational
techniques, incl-uding diversity. Irnproving the model can not cornpensate inaccuracies
due to multipath. Modifying operational instructions without improving the propagation
model- will only frustrate l-ocal operators.
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Fig.6: Expected reguired
horizontal disPlacement of the
antenna position as a function
of the forecast margin for
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Fig.4: probability of irnmediate success in establishing a radio link in a
n.ff"ign scattering environrnent, and the conditional probability.that a second
atlenpÉ is successÉu1 given the faiture of a first atternpt. Combined shadowing
and mòdel- deficiencies are 4 and I dB' in Fig.4a and 4b' resp.

2. Tnl-erfprencp I imilp¡l npfwork

The concept of [22] is applied for the event of one dominant interferer. The frequency
assignment aJ.gorithrn prescribes the use of a frequency j-f the signal po\.rer j-s expected
to exceed the interference power by at Ìeast the threshold ratio z. The forecast
margin above this threshold is denoted a. The desired signal and accumul-ated
interference have correlated shadowing. For low antennae in a forest, the correlation
p was found in the range 0.1 to 0.4, whil-e p:0 in an open fieLd. Since the ¡nodel
ãccuracy oD vas found rel-atively insensitive to the propagation distance, the
effective logarithrnic standard deviation o" is found fro¡n

o"2 = (0.23026)Z @p2 + o"2¡ 2 (L-P) (85)

The ratio w of the local-mean powers of signal and interference is log-norma1ly
distributed about the (forecast) area mean ratio cz

1 In2w/az
fw(wl = -=- exp(-- ^ i

/2r o.w 2 o"¿

The probability I (k) of k successive successes is known from diversity techniques in
ceLl-ul-ar radio telephony 122 | (8) J

lk expl-t2¡ dt (87 )

Using (82), the conditional probabitity of success in a second atternpt is calculated
and portrayed in Fig.5.
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Assuming exponentially distributed
C/I-ratio drops below the threshold
an antenna out of a nuÌtiPath nul1.
rewriting the average fade duration
t211.

6 J2Jz
r Jvt

Àveraging over

Et6l J2 j-
w=0 /zi o" JwI

Substituting et = dz exP1Jz o"x) results in

fade lengths, the average distance over which the
z equals the average distance 6 required to move

civËn the local meán C/r ratio w, ó is found from
iãr two contendinq Rayleigh distributed signals

the log-nornal distribution (86), one finds

(88)

(Be)

(Br_0)

Jz -(lnw-Incz)2
""pt -;;:2 ) drnw

Et6l l-
-t-lr l-"o

The expected displace¡nent of the antenna as a function of the predicted margin a is
shown in Fig.6. The curves suggest that if accidental bad posilionig of the antenna is
to be resolved by position teãÉs, only rninor disp¡.acernents are required, since the
wave length is typicalJ.y less than one meter'

DISCUSSION

D. YAWZ, TUR

Was the US-ECÀC model TIREM (Terrain Integrated Rough Earth Model) which uses digitized
terrain data plus nultipLe diffraction, reflection and other sub-models considered for
your application?

AUÎHORIS REPLY

The analysis was initalized with relatively sirnpte models_.because of our special
applicatíon for rapj.d frequency assignrnent with relativety tinited conputer support.
f,urther, we felt tñat coniertiirg a piopagation model to a new database is not always
trivj-al. Nevertheless, TIREM óan be of interesÈ as soon as the cornputer used for
frequency assijnlnent ié upgraded. In present investigations on propag.ation in Band
III (1300-1BOO 

-MHz), 
TIREM- i= o.t" of the models considered in the analysis at FEL-TNO.

2Jz exp(-x2 - >,Jzo x)

ÍJqz JzÍ o

202
dx exP{-)

rJa Jz I
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